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INTRODUCTION

Look something up. Learn something new.
Our Qlik Continuous Classroom is here,
when you need it
We know all kinds of people use our Qlik® software. If you’re new to
Customer Reviews

our software, you need knowledge and skills to get started the right
way, right away. Once you’ve used Qlik for awhile, you may want to

“Qlik Continuous Classroom

discover more about our latest features or refresh your memory about

has helped me stay abreast

how to build a report to meet a fast-approaching deadline. Our Qlik

with the latest on how Qlik

Continuous Classroom is the best resource for you to immediately

can be leveraged better in
our organization.”

access learning content that’s just right for you.

— Ananthanarayanan
Venkatesan, Vice President,
HDFC Life Insurance

Our Qlik Continuous Classroom is a self-paced
training platform. It puts all the learning you need

“Qlik Continuous Classroom

at your fingertips – anytime, anywhere,

gives me access to all the

always. We understand job pressures,

information I need in one

and that sometimes you just can’t

place. I use it to find out

wait for an upcoming class

what’s new in business

or your busy schedule won’t

intelligence and use it

accommodate instructor-

in my work.”

led training right now. Our

— Marta JasiewiczBadowska, Application
Developer, Apotex

Qlik Continuous Classroom

Qlik Continuous Classroom
successfully complements your
continuous learning journey.
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Our Approach
Role-Based Learning
We offer several different annual subscriptions, structured by user role. Each gives you access to all available
product and data literacy modules for an entire year. Each learning pathway also always includes free modules!

BUSINESS USER

BUSINESS ANALYST

DATA ARCHITECT

FREE

SUBSCRIPTION*

SUBSCRIPTION*

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Qlik Sense
QlikView
Data Literacy

•

*Individual and corporate subscriptions available

Modular Learning
We conveniently organize learning into modules that may be completed in a single sitting. We frequently add
new modules and update existing modules as we release new product versions.
Video with Smart Search
Average 30 min • Hands-on demos
• Instantly find and fast-forward to
any word spoken!

Learning Aids

Assess

Example files • Self-paced

5-question quizzes • Take each as

practices • Quick reference guides

many times as you like

Prescriptive Learning
We guide your learning journey using plans customized for each role and each product, including foundational
data literacy, to ensure your success with analytics.
Data Literacy

Learning Plans

Core data and analytics

By user and product •

knowledge transfer •

By level of expertise • Time

Product agnostic

estimate included

Qlik Continuous Classroom

Qualifications

Available for Qlik Sense •
Earn qualification and badge
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Interactive Learning
Our Qlik Continuous Classroom supports a completely interactive and collaborative learning experience.
Social Collaboration

Calendar of Events

Discussion forums in

Webinars offered weekly across

Qlik Community • Instructor

timezones • Releases of new and

1-on-1 sessions

updated modules

Advanced Search

Complete search of all platform
content • Smart video search

How you get started
Role-Based Learning
Want to try our Qlik Continuous Classroom before buying a subscription?
Take advantage of our free, valuable, continually updated content.
Here’s what’s available now:
• Data Literacy courses – This extensive library includes product-agnostic data and anlytics courses
• Business user courses – This library is focused on business users and consumers of Qlik Sense apps
• Additional select courses – Each of our paid pathways includes some free courses everyone can access.
Get started at qcc.qlik.com

About Qlik
Qlik is on a mission to create a data-literate world, where everyone can use data to solve their most challenging problems.
Only Qlik’s end-to-end data management and analytics platform brings together all of an organization’s data from any
source, enabling people at any skill level to use their curiosity to uncover new insights. Companies use Qlik products to see
more deeply into customer behavior, reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance risk and
reward. Qlik does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 48,000 customers around the world.
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